
Unit 15  Doc’s Tree House 

Introduce the book and word list
Read the title. Discuss what a tree house is. 
(a playhouse built in a tree) Point out that the 
title says it’s Doc’s tree house. Discuss what 
this means. (the tree house belongs to Doc) Ask 
what Doc is doing in the picture (painting her 
tree house) and who is helping her. (Sal) Have 
children predict what else Doc and Sal might 
do in the story to fix up the tree house. Then 
have them tell about their experiences fixing 
up and playing in tree houses or other kinds  
of forts. 

Read the word list with children. Discuss the 
meanings of tosses (throws) and grabs. (catches 
or holds onto) Point out that the words are 
opposites. 

Guide reading
Listen and give support as individuals read the 
book in a small group. Pause every few pages to 
ask comprehension questions.

Page 1  Where are Doc and Sal? inside  
Doc’s tree house What are they doing to  
the tree house? dusting and scrubbing it 
(Identify setting)

Sal wants to get rid of the bugs. Does that 
mean he’ll keep them or get them out 
of the tree house? get them out (Develop 
vocabulary)

Page 2  What are Doc and Sal doing? 
putting up curtains [Point to the rod in the 
picture.] What is the rod for? to hold the 
curtains up What does Doc hit, and what 
does she use to hit it? a nail with a hammer 
(Use picture clues; draw conclusions)

Page 3  When Sal tilts the doll bed, he tips it 
to one side. Why does he tilt the bed? so Doc 
can slide the rug under it (Determine cause 
and effect) 

Page 4  What does Doc fluff? the pillow on 
the doll’s bed [Explain that when Doc fluffs 
the pillow, she shakes it to try to make it soft 
and fluffy again.] (Develop vocabulary) 

Page 5  Doc brings together, or collects, 
things in a basket. What will happen when 
Sal pulls the rope up? He’ll pull the basket up 
into the tree house. (Determine cause  
and effect)

Key vocabulary: tree house, get 
rid of, tilts, fluffs, collects, buds
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Page 7  Buds are flowers that are beginning 
to open. Why do you think Doc cuts buds to 
put in a vase? They’ll look pretty in the tree 
house. (Draw conclusions)

Page 9  How is Sal feeling? tired Why? He 
and Doc have been working hard fixing up the 
tree house. What does he think Doc should 
do? rest a bit (Understand characters) 

Page 10  Now the sign says it’s Sal and 
Doc’s tree house. Why do you think Doc 
added Sal’s name? Sal helped fix up the tree 
house, so Doc wants to share it with him. 
How does this make Sal feel? glad, happy 
(Understand characters)

Discuss the book after reading it
1.  How do Sal and Doc show they are  

good friends? Sal works hard to help 
Doc with her tree house. Doc thanks 
Sal by sharing the tree house with him. 
(Understand characters)

2.  Do you like how Doc and Sal fixed up  
the tree house? Why or why not?  
Answers and reasons will vary. (Give and 
support opinions)

3.  If you had your own tree house, what 
would you put in it? What would you do 
there? Answers will vary. (Connect text  
to self)

Focus on summarizing and retelling
Tell children they can understand a story 
better by thinking about what the story is 
mostly about and retelling it in their own 
words. Ask what Doc’s Tree House was about. 
(cleaning and fixing up Doc’s tree house) If 
children have trouble answering, give them a 
choice: Is the book about playing in the tree 
house or fixing it up?

Have children look at the picture on each page 
in the book and retell the things Doc and Sal 
do to clean and fix up the tree house.

Independent Activities

•  Have children reread the book several 
times for fluency practice. 

•  On Practice 
Page 15, have 
children use 
the vocabulary 
words at the top 
to complete the 
sentences about 
what Sal and 
Doc do to fix up 
the tree house.

•  Tell children to 
imagine they have their own tree 
house. Have them draw a picture and 
write or dictate sentences to tell about 
their tree house.
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buds        tilts        scrubs        collects
1. 

Sal 
 the tree house.

2. 

Sal 
 the doll bed.

3. 

Doc 
 lots of stuff.

4. 

Doc cuts the 
.

Directions: Have children use the words at the top to complete the sentences about what Sal and Doc do to fix up the tree house.

Name
Unit 15, Doc’s Tree House

Practice Page 15
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